Glass, plastic, steel & aluminum

Beverage & food containers
- Glass bottles and jars, clear and colored
- Plastic containers marked #1 & #2
- Steel (tin) cans
- Aluminum beverage cans
- Mix together in the bin; they’re sorted later
- No aluminum foil

Go in recycle cans or BLUE bins

Trash & garbage
Goes in trash cans or GREEN dumpsters

Recyclable paper
- Office paper
- Copier paper
- Computer paper
- Computer paper
- Carbonless forms
- Envelopes
- Newspapers
- Magazines
- Junk mail

Remove staples and paper clips, when possible.

Please! NO:
- Thermal FAX paper
- Carbon paper
- Food packages or pizza boxes

Cardboard
- Corrugated cardboard, which looks like this in cross section:

Goes in BLUE dumpsters

Questions or concerns?
Call Physical Plant: 215-951-2945

Recycling containers are placed throughout our campus!